
How Does the Earth's Surface Change?

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Wind Weathering Volcano River

Sand dune Valley Volcanic eruption Surface

1. ______________ - a natural stream of water that flows into the ocean, lake,
or another stream

2. ______________ - a ridge of sand created by the wind

3. ______________ - the outside or uppermost part of something

4. ______________ - a low area of land between hills or mountains, which often
has a river running through it

5. ______________ - a mountain made of cooled lava, ash, or other material
from eruptions

6. ______________ - an explosion of gases, lava, and rock through the opening
of the volcano

7. ______________ - the process that breaks rock down into smaller pieces

8. ______________ - the natural movement of air outside
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How Does the Earth's Surface Change?

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:
Wind Weathering Volcano River

Sand dune Valley Volcanic eruption Surface

1. River - a natural stream of water that flows into the ocean, lake, or
another stream

2. Sand dune - a ridge of sand created by the wind

3. Surface - the outside or uppermost part of something

4. Valley - a low area of land between hills or mountains, which often has a
river running through it

5. Volcano - a mountain made of cooled lava, ash, or other material from
eruptions

6. Volcanic eruption - an explosion of gases, lava, and rock through the
opening of the volcano

7. Weathering - the process that breaks rock down into smaller pieces

8. Wind - the natural movement of air outside
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